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ABSTRACT 

Since interaction is a foremost source of system complexity, coordination mechanisms are essential for 
the modelling and simulation of complex systems. By focussing on stochastic systems, in this paper we 
discuss the role of uniform primitives as the nature-inspired coordination mechanism that could work as 
the core of a coordination-based complex system simulator. 

1  INTRODUCTION 

Interaction is an essential dimension in computational systems, and in complex systems in general 
(Wegner 1997): accounting for interaction among system components is then fundamental when both 
modelling and simulating complex systems. Coordination models explicitly deal with interaction in com-
putational systems (Wegner 1996): so, modelling and simulation frameworks based on coordination are in 
principle well-suited for the design and simulation of a complex system. Among the most interesting 
ones, nature-inspired coordination models (Omicini 2013) are the most promising for the modelling and 
simulation of complex natural systems: in particular, tuple-based models – such as LINDA (Gelernter 
1985) – were successfully used to (i) model several nature-inspired coordination patterns, like stigmergic, 
field-based, and chemical coordination (Fernandez-Marquez et al. 2013), (ii) simulate intra-cellular sig-
naling pathways, like the Ras-mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway (González Pé-
rez, Omicini and Sbaraglia 2013), (iii) engineer coordination of adaptive, and self-organising systems 
(Omicini and Viroli 2011), such as SAPERE (Zambonelli et al. 2011) and MoK (Mariani and Omicini 
2013a). 
 A foremost feature common to all of the aforementioned computational models is non-determinism. 
LINDA features don’t know non-determinism in the access to tuples in tuple spaces, handled with a don’t 
care approach: (i) a tuple space is a multiset of tuples where multiple tuples possibly match a given tem-
plate; (ii) which tuple among the matching ones is actually retrieved by a “getter” operation (e.g. in, rd) 
can be neither specified nor predicted (don’t know); (iii) nonetheless, the coordinated system is designed 
so as to keep on working safely whichever is the matching tuple returned (don’t care). 
 The latter assumption requires that when a process uses a template matching multiple tuples, which 
specific tuple is actually retrieved is not relevant for that process. This is not the case, however, in many 
of today adaptive and self-organising systems, where processes may need to implement stochastic behav-
iours – like “most of the time do this” or “not always do that” – which obviously do not cope well with 
don’t know non-determinism. For instance, all the nature-inspired models and systems emerged in the last 
decade – such as chemical, biochemical, stigmergic, and field-based – are examples of the broad class of 
self-organising systems that precisely require such a sort of behaviour (Omicini 2013)—which by no 
means can be enabled by the canonical LINDA model and its direct derivatives. 
 To this end, in this paper we discuss uniform coordination primitives (uin, urd) – first mentioned in 
Gardelli et al. (2007) – as the specialisation of LINDA getter primitives featuring probabilistic non-
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determinism instead of don’t know non-determinism. Roughly speaking, uniform primitives make it pos-
sible to both specify and (statistically) predict the probability to retrieve one specific tuple in a multiset of 
matching tuples, thus making it possible to statistically control non-deterministic systems. Such a simple 
mechanism extends the reach of tuple-based coordination towards nature-inspired systems, allowing in 
principle coordination-based MABS to model and simulate complex stochastic behaviours. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Experiments on the expressive power of coordination-based frameworks (tuple-based ones, in particular) 
in the simulation of molecular and cellular systems were already successfully reported in González Pérez, 
Omicini and Sbaraglia (2013). Coordination-based simulation is a special sort of multiagent-based simu-
lation (MABS) that focusses on environment as a first-class abstraction for multiagent systems (MAS) 
(Weyns, Omicini and Odell 2007). According to the A&A (agents and artefacts) meta-model for MAS 
(Omicini, Ricci and Viroli 2008), artefacts are the basic abstraction to model environmental aspects in 
MAS, which can be used to simulate the behaviour of complex systems such as self-organising (Gardelli 
et al. 2008) and biological ones (Montagna, Ricci and Omicini 2008). Tuple-based simulation, in particu-
lar, exploits the specialised notion of coordination artefacts (Omicini et al. 2004), where tuple spaces are 
the coordination abstractions. According to the standard LINDA tuple-based coordination model (Ge-
lernter 1985), tuple spaces are shared distributed spaces, used by agents to synchronise, cooperate, and 
coordinate by (associatively) reading, writing, and consuming information items called tuples. 
 In González Pérez, Omicini, and Sbaraglia (2013), the authors adopt a simulation approach based on 
biochemical tuple spaces for self-organising coordination (BTS-SOC), introduced in Viroli and Casadei 
(2009). More precisely, a biochemical tuple space is a tuple space working as a compartment where bio-
chemical reactions take place, chemical reactants are represented as tuples, and biochemical laws are rep-
resented as coordination laws by the coordination abstraction. Technically, biochemical tuple spaces are 
built as ReSpecT tuple centres (Omicini and Denti 2001), distributed across the TuCSoN coordination 
infrastructure (Omicini and Zambonelli 1999). Tuples are logic-based tuples, while biochemical laws are 
implemented as ReSpecT specification tuples—so they can be inserted, modified, and removed from the 
compartment (the tuple centre) via simple LINDA -based coordination primitives (Gelernter 1985). 
Whereas a chemical solution simulator is successfully built – as a tuple centre programmed in ReSpecT to 
implement the Gillespie's algorithm for exact chemical solutions simulation (Gillespie 1977) – to simulate 
the Ras-mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway, uniform primitives are not used in 
González Pérez, Omicini, and Sbaraglia (2013): thus, e.g., the peculiar feature of probabilistic, “concen-
tration-driven” selection of reactants is lacking. In Subsection 4.3, such an implementation is extended 
with uniform primitives to demonstrate their impact on system behaviour in spite of their simplicity—
namely, “true” probabilistic selection of reactants based on an approximation of concentration values. 
 Modelling of several nature-inspired patterns was already reported, too, in particular in Fernandez-
Marquez et al. (2013). The idea of engineering self-organising systems also attracted many researchers in 
the last decade: Nagpal (2004), Mamei et al. (2006), Gardelli, Viroli and Omicini (2007), De Wolf and 
Holvoet (2007), all proposed either bio-inspired primitives or full-fledged design patterns aimed at easing 
the understanding and engineering of nature-inspired computational systems. However, a step beyond 
primitives and patterns definition is taken in Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2013) by classifying patterns into 
layers, and by describing the relationships between patterns in different layers—so as to effectively out-
line a pattern composition schema suitable to be reused in different scenarios. Figure 1 below depicts such 
layers: 
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Figure 1: Patterns layering and relationships (image taken from Fernandez-Marquez et al. 2013) 

• Basic Patterns – Repulsion, Evaporation, Aggregation, and Spreading are considered as basic pat-
terns: thus, they are interpreted as the most primitive nature-inspired patterns which all other pat-
terns should be programmed upon, according to the composition represented by the arrows 
(dashed for optional composition, solid for mandatory); 

• Composed Patterns – Digital Pheromone, Gradients, and Gossip lay on the middle layer, because 
(i) being programmable as a composition of other patterns, they cannot be Basic Patterns, and (ii) 
being exploitable to engineer other patterns by composition, they are not High Level Patterns ei-
ther; 

• High Level Patterns – Flocking, Foraging, Quorum Sensing, Chemotaxis, and Morphogenesis are 
all defined as high-level patterns: thus, as patterns directly usable at the application level, e.g., to 
implement self-organising coordination. 

In Subsection 4.2, we show how uniform primitives could play a fundamental role in implementing some 
of such patterns according to Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2013) —in particular, Digital Pheromones and 
Foraging. 

Uniform primitives were used in Casadei, Viroli and Gardelli (2009) as a tool for solving a specific 
coordination problem, called collective sort: instead, their formal definition along with the discussion of 
their general role in the coordination of complex computational systems was provided in Mariani and 
Omicini (2013b). In Viroli and Casadei (2009), similar primitives are presented and formally defined to 
forge the biochemical tuple space notion, allowing a tuple space to act as a chemical simulator. There, tu-
ples are enriched with an activity/pertinency value – similarly to the quantitative information defined in 
(Bravetti et al. 2005) – to resemble chemical concentrations, therefore LINDA primitives are enriched with 
the ability to consider such numerical label. So, the main difference with uniform primitives is that (i) 
here we rely on tuples multiplicity to model probability, leaving the LINDA tuples structure untouched, (ii) 
uniform primitives are scheduled and executed as LINDA classical getter primitives, whereas in Viroli and 
Casadei (2009) primitives are equipped with a stochastic rate of execution.  

To the best of our knowledge, probabilistic extensions to LINDA follow two main approaches (Di Pi-
erro, Hankin and Wiklicky 2004): 
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• data-driven models, where the quantitative information required to model probability is associat-
ed with the data items – the tuples – in the form of weights, then the matching mechanism is ex-
tended so as to take into account such weights—transforming them into probabilities by normali-
sation. This approach is adopted in ProbLinCa (Bravetti et al. 2005), the probabilistic version of a 
LINDA-based process calculus; 

• schedule-driven models, where quantitative information is added to the processes using special 
probabilistic schedulers, ascribing different probabilities to different active processes—
independently of the tuples involved. This is the approach taken by Di Pierro, Hankin and 
Wiklicky (2004) to define a probabilistic extension of the KLAIM model named pKLAIM. 

Instead, our approach belongs to a third, novel category – which we call interaction-driven – where prob-
abilistic behavior is (i) associated to communication primitives – thus, neither to processes (or sched-
ulers), nor to tuples – and (ii) enacted during the interaction between a process and the coordination me-
dium—that is, solely through such primitives. In fact, whereas ProbLinCa requires the modification of the 
tuple structure and the matching mechanism so as to support probabilistic operations, and pKLAIM re-
quires special, probabilistc schedulers of processes, uniform primitives extend LINDA by specialising 
standard LINDA primitives, without changing neither the tuple structure nor the scheduling policy. Fur-
thermore, uniform primitives could be used to emulate both approaches: tuple weights could be reified by 
their multiplicity in the space, whereas probabilistic scheduling could be obtained by properly synchronis-
ing processes upon probabilistic consumption of shared tuples. Moreover, uniform coordination primi-
tives could be used in place of LINDA standard ones without affecting the model, merely refining don’t 
care non-determinism as probabilistic non-determinism: as a result, all the expressiveness results and all 
the applications based on the canonical LINDA model would still hold by using uin and urd instead of 
in and rd. 

More complex coordination models exist in literature where uniform primitives could potentially play 
a key role in providing the probabilistic mechanisms required for the engineering of stochastic systems 
like adaptive and self-organising ones. 

STOKLAIM (De Nicola et al. 2006) is an extension to KLAIM where process actions are equipped 
with rates affecting execution probability, and execution delays as well—that is, time needed to carry out 
an action. By reifying action rates as tuples in the space, with multiplicity proportional to rates, uniform- 
reading such tuples would allow action execution to be probabilistically scheduled à la STOKLAIM. Fur-
thermore, delays could be emulated, too, by uniform-reading a set of  “time tuples”, where a higher value 
corresponds to a lower action rate. 

SAPERE (Zambonelli et al. 2011) is a biochemically-inspired model for the engineering of complex 
self-organising and adaptive pervasive service ecosystems, where agents share LSAs (Live Semantic An-
notation), which can be thought of as a special kind of tuples, representing them in shared contexts, and 
allowing them to interact and pursue their own goals. LSAs are managed through eco-laws, which are a 
sort of chemical-like rules, scheduled according to their rates. Hence, uniform primitives could play in 
SAPERE the same role as in STOKLAIM—once eco-laws are reified as tuples with a multiplicity propor-
tional to execution rate. Furthermore, from the pool of all LSAs which can participate in a eco-law, the 
ones actually consumed by the law – as chemical reactants – are selected probabilistically. Once again, 
such a behaviour could be enabled by uniform consumption of reactant LSAs in eco-laws. 

Table 1 below summarises the main differences between uniform primitives and the other aforemen-
tioned primitives. 
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 Uniform Biochemical 
Tuple Spaces ProbLinCa pKLAIM STOKLAIM SAPERE 

Probabilistic 
approach 

Interaction 
driven 

Interaction 
driven 

Data 
driven 

Schedule 
driven 

Schedule 
driven 

Interaction 
driven 

Tuple 
structure 

w.r.t. LINDA 
same modified modified same same modified 

Primitives 
execution 

w.r.t. LINDA 
same timed same same timed timed 

 

3 UNIFORM PRIMITIVES 
LINDA getter primitives – that is, data-retrieval primitives in and rd – are shared by all tuple-based co-
ordination models, and provide them with don’t know non-determinism: when one or more tuples in a tu-
ple space match a given template, any of the matching tuples can be non-deterministically returned. In a 
single getter operation, only a point-wise property affects tuple retrieval: that is, the conformance of a tu-
ple to the template, independently of the spatial context—namely, the other tuples in the same space. Fur-
thermore, in a sequence of getter operations, don’t know non-determinism makes any prediction of the 
overall behavior impossible: e.g., reading one thousand times with the same template in a tuple space with 
ten matching tuples could possibly lead to retrieve the same tuple all times, or one hundred times each, or 
whatever admissible combination one could think of—no prediction possible, according to the model. 
Again, then, only a point-wise property can be ensured even in time: that is, only the mere compliance to 
the model of each individual operation in the sequence. 
 Instead, uniform primitives (Mariani and Omicini 2013b) enrich tuple-based coordination models 
with the ability of performing operations that ensure global system properties instead of point-wise ones, 
both in space and in time. More precisely, uniform primitives replace don’t know non-determinism with 
probabilistic non- determinism to situate a primitive invocation in space – the tuple actually retrieved de-
pends on the other tuples in the space – and to predict its behavior in time—statistically, the distribution 
of the tuples retrieved will tend to be uniform. 
 The main motivation behind uniform primitives is to introduce a simple yet expressive probabilistic 
mechanism in tuple-based coordination: simple enough to work as a specialisation of standard LINDA op-
erations, expressive enough to allow modeling of the most relevant probabilistic behaviors exhibited by 
nature-inspired complex computational systems such as those cited in the Introduction. 
 Whereas expressiveness is discussed in Section 4, simplicity is achieved by defining uniform primi-
tives as specialised versions of standard LINDA primitives: so, first of all, uin and urd are compliant 
with the standard semantics of in and rd. In the same way as in and rd, uin and urd first ask tuple 
spaces for one tuple matching a given template, possibly suspend when no matching tuple is available, 
and finally return a matching tuple chosen non-deterministically when one or more matching tuples are 
available in the tuple space. As a straightforward consequence, any tuple-based coordination system using 
in and rd would also work by exploiting instead uin and urd, respectively—and any process using in 
and rd could adopt uin and urd instead without any further change. 
 On the other hand, the nature of the specialisation lays precisely in the way in which a tuple is non-
deterministically chosen among the (possibly) many tuples matching the template. While in standard 
LINDA the choice is performed based on don’t know non-determinism, uniform primitives exploit instead 
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probabilistic non-determinism with uniform distribution. So, if a standard getter primitive requires a tuple 
with template T, and m tuples t1, …, tm matching T are in the tuple space when the request is executed, any 
tuple ti∈1…m could be retrieved, but nothing more could be said—no other assertion is possible about the 
result of the getter operation. Instead, when a uniform getter primitive requires a tuple with a template T, 
and m tuples t1, …, tm matching T are available in the tuple space when the request is served, one assertion 
is possible about the result of the getter operation: each of the m matching tuples t1, …, tm has exactly the 
same probability 1/m to be returned. So, for instance, if 2 colour(blue) and 3 colour(red) tuples 
occur in the tuple space when a urd(colour(X)) is executed, the probability of the tuple retrieved to 
be colour(blue) or colour(red) is exactly 40% or 60%, respectively. 
 Operationally, uniform primitives behave as follows. When executed, a uniform primitive takes a 
snapshot of the tuple space, “freezing” its state at a certain point in time—and space, being a single tuple 
space the target of basic LINDA primitives. The snapshot is then exploited to assign a probabilistic value 
pi ∈ [0, 1] to any tuple ti∈1…n in the space—where n is the total number of tuples in the space. There, non-
matching tuples have value p = 0, matching tuples have value p = 1/m (where m ≤ n is the number of 
matching tuples), and the overall sum of probability values is ∑i∈1…n pi = 1. The choice of the matching 
tuple to be returned is then statistically based on the computed probabilistic values. 
 As a consequence, whereas standard getter primitives exhibit point-wise properties only, uniform 
primitives feature global properties, both in space and time. In terms of spatial context, in fact, standard 
getter primitives return a matching tuple independently of the other tuples currently in the same space—
so, they are context unaware. Instead, uniform getter primitives return matching tuples based on the over-
all state of the tuple space—so, their behavior is context aware. In terms of time, too, sequences of stand-
ard getter operations feature no meaningful properties. Instead, by definition, sequences of uniform getter 
operations tend to globally exhibit a uniform distribution over time. So, for instance, performing N 
urd(colour(X)) operations over a tuple space containing 10 colour(white) and 100 col-
our(black) tuples, would lead to a sequence of returned tuples which, while growing, tends to contain 
10 times more colour(black) tuples than colour(white) ones. 

In principle, the snapshot behaviour above described may be computationally expensive, and poten-
tially represent an implementation bottleneck: given the tuple space target of the uniform primitive, the 
set of matching tuples should be found, then each different matching tuple should be counted, finally one 
of those matching tuples chosen probabilistically. Furthermore, in the meanwhile no other primitive can 
be served by the tuple space, according to LINDA semantics. Nevertheless, many techniques can be used 
to effectively alleviate such an issue: for instance, using suitable data structures—e.g. an hashmap to con-
veniently store together identical copies of the same tuple; distributing tuples among several networked 
tuple spaces so as to lower the load of tuples to snapshot for each one; tracking the number of tuples in-
ternally so as to avoid counting. 

Table 2 below compares execution semantics and expected usage of uniform primitives w.r.t. classi-
cal LINDA primitives—the out primitive is left out because its semantics is unchanged. 

 in rd uin urd 

Non-determinism 
semantics Don’t know Don’t know Probabilistic, 

uniform distribution 
Probabilistic, 

uniform distribution 

Usage Don’t care 
approach 

Don’t care 
approach 

Stochastic 
systems 

Stochastic 
systems 
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4 EXPRESSIVENESS 
In (Bravetti et al. 2005), authors demonstrate that LINDA-based languages cannot implement probabilistic 
models: a LINDA process calculus, although Turing-complete, is not expressive enough to express proba-
bilistic choice. In the specific case of uniform primitives, the gain of expressiveness is proven in Mariani 
and Omicini (2013c), where uniform primitives are formally proven to be strictly more expressive than 
standard LINDA coordination primitives by exploiting Probabilistic Modular Embedding (PME) (Mariani 
and Omicini 2013d), an extension to modular embedding (De Boer and Palamidessi 1994), which is ex-
plicitly meant to capture the expressiveness of probabilistic systems. 
 Since formally asserting a gap in expressiveness does not necessarily make it easy for the reader to 
fully appreciate how much this can make the difference when programming, e.g., adaptive and self-
organising systems, in the remainder of this section we discuss a few examples showing which kind of 
behaviours are enabled by uniform primitives. 

4.1 Load Balancing 
In order to better explain what a “core mechanism” enabling self-organising coordination actually is – 
that is, a minimal construct able (alone) to impact the observable properties of a coordinated system – we 
discuss the following simple scenario: two service providers are both offering the same service to clients 
through proper “advertising tuples”; the first is slower than the second, that is, it needs more time to pro-
cess a request—thus capturing differences in, e.g., computational power. 
 Their working cycle is quite simple: a worker thread gets requests from a shared tuple space, then 
puts them in the bounded queue of the master thread (the actual service provider). The master thread con-
tinuously queries the queue looking for requests to serve: when one is found, it is served, then the master 
emits another advertising tuple; if none is found, the master does something else, then re-queries the 
queue—no advertising is done. The decoupling enforced by the queue is useful to model the fact that ser-
vice providers should not block on the space waiting for incoming requests, so as to be free of performing 
other jobs meanwhile—e.g. reporting, resource clean-up, etc. The queue is bounded to model, e.g., 
memory constraints. It should be noticed that such a toy scenario is a simplified version of a multi-
client/multi-server pattern that is quite common in web applications, distributed computing, service-
oriented computing, etc. The pattern is here made as simple as possible in order to ease understanding by 
focussing solely on the benefits brought by the adoption of uniform primitives, with no loss in generali-
ty—in fact, the same behaviours in the simplified scenario could be obtained in the aforementioned real-
world scenarios. 
 In this setting, clients (whose Java code is listed in Figure 2) search for available services first via rd 
primitive (Figure 3), then via urd (Figure 4). All charts values are not single runs of the scenario, but av-
erage values resulting from several runs—e.g., value plotted at time step 60 is not that of a single run, but 
the average of the number of requests observable at time step 60 of a number of runs (actually, 30). 

 
Figure 2: Java code for clients looking for services. 
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By using the rd primitive we blindly commit to the actual implementation of the LINDA model currently 
at hand. For instance, Figure 3 gives some hint about the implementation used for our scenario—the 
TuCSoN coordination middleware (Omicini and Zambonelli 1999): since provider 1 is almost unused, 
we understand that rd is implemented as a FIFO queue, always matching the first tuple among many 
ones—provider 2 advertising tuple, in this case. The point here is that such a prediction was not possible 
before actually running the scenarios, and with no information on the actual LINDA implementation used. 

 

 
Figure 3: Clients using rd primitive: service provider 1 is under-exploited. 

 
By using primitive urd instead (Figure 4), we know – and can predict – how much each service provider 
will be exploited by clients: since we know by design that after successfully serving a request a provider 
emits an advertising tuple, and that such tuples are those looked for by clients, we know that the faster 
provider will produce more tuples, hence it will be more frequently found than the slower one. Figure 4 
charts, in fact, show how the system of competing service providers self-organises by splitting incoming 
requests. Furthermore, such a split is not statically designed or superimposed, but results by emergence 
from a number of run-time factors, such as clients interactions, service providers computational load, 
computational power, and memory. It should also be noticed that such a form of load balancing is not the 
only benefit gained when using urd over rd: actually, the urd scenario successfully serves ≈1600 re-
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quests – distributed among providers 1 and 2 according to uniform primitive semantics – losing ≈600, 
whereas the rd scenario serves successfully ≈1250 – leaving provider 1 unused – losing over 2500. 
 Although quite simple, the load balancing toy scenario just described can be interpreted as an exam-
ple of a sort of complex systems exhibiting adaptive and self-* features – such as SAPERE (Zambonelli 
et al. 2011) and MoK (Mariani, and Omicini 2013c) – where probabilistic mechanisms and feedback 
loops altogether make self-organisation appear by emergence. Furthermore, even more traditional real-
world scenarios – such as the aforementioned service-oriented and distributed ones –, could benefit from 
uniform primitives features to increase throughput, reliability, availability and efficiency, as demonstrated 
by Figures 3 and 4. 

 
Figure 4: Clients using urd primitive: a certain degree of fairness is guaranteed, based on self-
organisation. 

4.2 Pheromone-based coordination 
In pheromone-based coordination, used by ants to find optimal paths – as well as by many ant-inspired 
computational systems, such as network routing algorithms (Dorigo and Stützle 2004) and autonomous 
unmanned vehicles (Parunak, Brueckner, and Sauter 2002) – each agent basically wanders randomly 
through a network of locations until it finds a pheromone trail, which the agent is likely to follow based 
on the trail strength. 
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 Here, aspects such as pheromone release, scent, and evaporation are not relevant: instead, the above-
mentioned notions of “randomness” and “likelihood” are on the one hand essential for pheromone-based 
coordination, on the other hand require uniform primitives to be designed using a tuple-based coordina-
tion model. In particular, we consider a network of n nodes representing places pi, with i = 1…n, through 
which ant agents walk. The default tuple space in node pi contains at least one neighbour tuple n(pj) for 
each neighbour node pj. The neighbourhood relation is reflexive—so, if node pi and pj are neighbours, tu-
ple space pi contains tuple n(pj) and tuple space pj contains tuple n(pi). Pheromone deposit in node is 
modelled by the insertion of a new tuple n(pi) in every neighbour node pj. As an aside, it should be no-
ticed that such a setting is common to a plethora of scenarios in computer science: essentially, any prob-
lem that can be represented by a graph-based structure. For instance, in the field of computer networks 
management, the following experiment could be taken as a reference for building much more complex 
applications, aimed at, e.g., routing of message packets, finding optimal paths from a source node to a 
destination one, reconfiguration of links between hubs, etc. Engineering solutions to such a kind of prob-
lems by using uniform primitives instead of classical LINDA operations would bring all the benefits of 
self-organisation highlighted in the following discussion. 

In the scenario just depicted, ants wandering through places and ants following trails can both be easi-
ly modelled using uniform primitives: ant agents just need to look locally for neighbour tuples through a 
urd(n(P)). If no pheromone trail is to be detected nearby, every neighbour place is represented by a 
single tuple, so all neighbour places have the same probability to be chosen—thus leading to random 
wandering of ants. In case some of the neighbours contains a detectable trail, the corresponding neighbour 
tuple occurs more than once in the local tuple space: so, by using uniform primitives, the tuple corre-
sponding to a neighbour place with a pheromone trail has a greater probability to be chosen than others. 
 Our experiment was conducted in a toy scenario involving digital ants and pheromones programmed 
in ReSpecT (Omicini, and Denti 2001) upon the TuCSoN coordination middleware (Omicini and Zam-
bonelli 1999). The experiment involves ten digital ants starting from the anthill with the goal of finding 
food, and follows the canonical assumptions of ant systems (Dorigo and Stützle 2004). So, at the begin-
ning, any path has the same probability of being chosen, thus modelling random walking of ants in ab-
sence of pheromone. As ants begin to wander around, they eventually find food, and release pheromone 
on their path while coming back home. As a consequence, the shortest path finally gets most pheromone 
since using it takes less time rather than any other paths. Pheromones as well as connections between tu-
ple centers are modelled as described above, with neighbour tuples: the more neighbour tuples of a certain 
type, the more likely ants will move to that neighbour tuple centre with their next step. 
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Figure 5: Digital ants search food (“TC-food” box) wandering randomly from their anthill (“TC-anthill” 
box). By urd-ing digital pheromones left while carrying food, digital ants stochastically find the optimal 
path toward the food source—numbers next to tuple centre names denote the “pheromone strength”, that 
is, the number of n(P) tuples. 

Figure 5 above depicts a few screenshots of our experiment: there, five distributed tuple centers (the large 
boxes) model a topology connecting the anthill to a food source: the leftmost path is longer – modelled as 
a “2-hop” step – whereas the rightmost is shorter. The green “spray-like” effect on paths (black lines) 
models the strength of the pheromone scent: the greater and greener the path, the more pheromones on it. 
 By plotting pheromones strength evolution over time, Figure 6 below shows how our expectations 
about digital ants behavior are met: in fact, despite starting from the situation in which any path is equi-
probable (the amount of pheromones on the shortest path is the same as on the longest path), eventually 
the system detects the shortest path, which becomes the most exploited—and contains in fact more pher-
omone units.  
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Figure 6: Pheromone strength over time. Descending phase corresponds to evaporation of pheromones 
due to food depletion. 

In the Java code describing the behaviour of ants (Figure 7), in particular in method smellPhero-
mone() (line 10), the usage of the uniform primitive urd is visible on line 27, whereas line 29 shows 
the tuple template given as its argument, that is, n(NBR): at runtime, NBR unifies with a TuCSoN tuple 
centre identifier, making it possible for the ant to move there. Quite obviously, the idea here is not just 
showing a new way to model ant-like systems. Instead, the example above is meant to point out how a 
non-trivial behaviour – that is, dynamically solving a shortest path problem – can be achieved by simply 
substituting uniform primitives to traditional LINDA getter primitives—which instead would not allow the 
system to work as required. Furthermore, the solution is adaptive, fully distributed, and based upon local 
information solely – thus, it appears by emergence – and robust against topology changes—a ReSpecT 
specification implementing evaporation was used, similar to that implementing MoK decay reaction de-
scribed in Subsection 4.4. These are the main reasons why similar algorithms inspired by ants behaviour 
are so popular in computer science, e.g. in the computer networks management field: a simple yet expres-
sive probabilistic mechanism alone – here, uniform primitives – is able to impact the output of the algo-
rithm, as well as to support new features. In other words, given a non-deterministic, distributed routing 
algorithm based on classical LINDA operations, a simply shift of calls from in and rd to uin and urd 
can dramatically impact both the output and the non-functional properties of the algorithm—e.g., robust-
ness to topology change, adaptiveness to run-time bottlenecks formation, etc. 
 It should be noticed that, w.r.t. the classification represented by Figure 1 in Section 2, the coordina-
tion between ants and the environment (especially, the feedback loop created by ants depositing phero-
mone and evaporation depleting it) actually implements some of the patterns defined by Fernandez-
Marquez et al. (2013). In particular: (i) the Digital Pheromone composite pattern and the Foraging high-
level pattern, but also, to some extent, (ii) the Gradient pattern (by interpreting pheromone trails as ant-
steering gradients) and the Chemotaxis (by interpreting pheromone trails as carriers of ants, driving them 
from the anthill to the food source and back). 
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Figure 7: Java code for ants. 

4.3 Gillespie’s chemical solution simulation algorithm 
A number of extensions to tuple-based coordination models exploits programmability of tuple spaces 
(Denti, Natali and Omicini 1997): there, while the tuple space interface is left unchanged (coordination 
primitives are the usual LINDA ones), the tuple space behavior in response to coordination events can be 
programmed so as to embed coordination laws. Such an approach is adopted by LGI (Minsky and Un-
gureanu 2000), MARS (Cabri, Leonardi and Zambonelli 2000), TuCSoN (Omicini and Zambonelli 1999) 
among the many. For instance, the TuCSoN coordination model provides ReSpecT (Omicini 2006) as a 
Turing-powerful language for programming TuCSoN tuple centres, therefore allowing tuple spaces to 
embed any computable coordination law. In particular, ReSpecT coordination is obtained by means of 
reactions, that is, logic-based computational activities – triggered in response to coordination events – 
which include, among the operations available, the basic LINDA primitives. 

However, Turing equivalence within a coordination medium is still not enough to embed probabilistic 
behaviours in tuple centres: uniform primitives are required. This can be seen by building a “chemical so-
lution dynamics simulator” based on Gillespie’s well-known stochastic algorithm (Gillespie 1977) upon a 
TuCSoN tuple centre programmed in ReSpecT. The simulator depends on the availability of uniform 
primitives in ReSpecT—that is, available for use within ReSpecT reactions. 
 Given: (i) a multi-set of chemical laws of the form law(RTs,Rate,RTs'), where  

RTs, RTs' ::= ⊥ | RT | RT, RTs 
and RT is a template for chemical reactants and products; and (ii) a multi set of reactants of the form re-
actant(R,C), representing concentration C for reactant R; then, Gillespie’s chemical solution simula-
tion algorithm could be summarised by the following steps—to be executed in loop: 
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1. collect only the triggerable laws – that is, those for which at least one R for each RT exists –, for 
each of them, consider any possible combination of µ(R, RT) – where µ is a given matching func-
tion – and define actual laws; 

2. for each actual law, compute its effective rate ERate as the product between the given Rate and 
each Ri’s concentration Ci =  | Ri | / ∑j| Rj | —using ReSpecT, such value could be automatically 
kept up-to-date; 

3. compute the corresponding law execution probability as pi =  ERatei  / ∑j ERatej, according to 
which one law is selected for execution with a probabilistic choice. 

 
All steps but the third are easily computed using standard ReSpecT—namely, no uniform primitives are 
needed. In particular, actual laws can be represented as logic tuples of the form actual(IL,OL) – 
where IL, OL represent reactants and products, respectively – whose cardinality should be kept as re-
quired to represent its execution probability. What cannot be done without uniform primitives is last part 
of step 3: there, in fact, a urd(actual(IL,OL)) is to be used so as to probabilistically select the 
chemical law to be executed. 
 

 
Figure 8: Snippet of ReSpecT code implementing Gillespie’s algorithm. 

As shown by the ReSpecT code snippet listed above (Figure 8), using a uniform primitive (line 17) to 
probabilistically sample the space of chemical laws allows step 3 of the Gillespie simulation algorithm to 
be implemented. In particular, given that step 2 inserts in the tuple centre a number of “actual law tuples” 
proportional to the effective rate determined in steps 1-2 – so that higher rates correspond to higher multi-
plicity of tuples – then predicate choose/2 effectively selects for execution the most probable law, 
since, according to uniform primitives semantics, the higher the multiplicity of a tuple, the higher the 
probability it will be selected for matching. 
 Enhancing the ReSpecT language with uniform primitives makes it possible for a TuCSoN tuple 
centre to work as a biochemical tuple space (Viroli and Casadei 2009)—thus, to play a key role in the de-
sign of complex computational systems, such as adaptive and self-organising ones. In particular, by re-
placing the implementation of Gillespie’s chemical solution simulation algorithm of González Pérez, 
Omicini, and Sbaraglia (2013) with the uniform primitive-based one sketched in Figure 8, the probabilis-
tic, concentration-driven mechanism for the selection of reactants to be consumed in reactions can be ef-
fectively – and easily – implemented—thus leading to a more “accurate” simulation, better following Gil-
lespie’s algorithm. It should be noticed that building accurate chemical-like mechanisms in a distributed 
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setting – like the tuple-based one here proposed – is interesting not just for the obvious benefits it can 
bring to the computational chemistry community – which is focussed, e.g., on reliable simulation of bio-
chemical networks and intra-cellular pathways – but also for its impact on the engineering of nature-
inspired self-organising systems. It has been proven, in fact, that a chemical-like middleware is well suit-
ed for supporting self-* features, e.g. self-configuration, self-management, self-healing, self-optimisation, 
etc., and to inject such features in many different computational scenarios, such as pervasive systems 
(Zambonelli et al. 2011), service-oriented architectures (Viroli and Casadei 2009), and distributed algo-
rithms (Casadei, Viroli, and Gardelli 2009). 

4.4 MoK  reactions: decay & diffusion 

MoK (Mariani and Omicini 2013a) is model for knowledge aggregation and self-organisation: the basic 
ideas behind MoK are that (i) information should autonomously aggregate so as to build more complex 
information, e.g., transforming different news feeds into a single, coherent story, and (ii) information 
should autonomously flow toward (potentially) interested consumers, rather than be searched for. 
 MoK aims at managing huge amounts of data in highly dynamic and unpredictable scenarios, such 
as socio–technical systems—namely, systems in which human users play a central role not only as users 
but also as active computational components of the system. In order to do so, MoK heavily relies on 
stochasticity—thus, on both timing and probability-related mechanisms. In particular, a MoK system is 
a collection of networked compartments – similar to biochemical tuple spaces (Viroli and Casadei 2009) 
– in which atoms and molecules float, evolving according to biochemical reactions embedded into the 
compartment itself, and executed according to Gillespie’s algorithm for the dynamics simulation of a 
chemical solution (Gillespie 1977). 
 The first prototype of a MoK-coordinated system is built upon the TuCSoN middleware by suitably 
programming tuple centres in the ReSpecT language extended with uniform primitives. Figure 9 sketch-
es a simplified version – for the sake of readability – of the ReSpecT program used to implement 
MoK’s decay biochemical reaction in Mariani, and Omicini (2013a). There, reaction 1–8 starts the de-
cay process as soon as it is requested by an external agent, who also sets the rate (frequency in time) of 
reaction scheduling. Reaction 9–37 implements the recursive decay process: first (lines 13–15), it “re-
schedules itself” every STEP time, then (lines 17–35) consumes a uniformly-sampled tuple—if it is not 
the last copy, to prevent loss of information. 
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Figure 9: ReSpecT program implementing MoK’s decay reaction—very similar to the ReSpecT pro-
gram used to implement the Evaporation nature-inspired pattern used in the example of Subsection 4.2. 
Notice usage of urd on line 22. 
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Figure 10: ReSpecT program implementing MoK’s diffusion reaction. Notice the usage of uin and 
urd on lines 22 and 24, respectively. 

Figure 10 depicts a very similar ReSpecT program, this time used to implement MoK point-to-point 
diffusion reaction. As in the previous code snippet, reaction 1–8 starts the diffusion process as soon as it 
is requested by an external agent, who also decides its rate. Reaction 9–30 actually implements the recur-
sive diffusion process: first (lines 13–15), it “re-schedules itself” every STEP time, then (lines 17–28) 
moves a uniformly-sampled tuple to a uniformly-sampled neighbour compartment. 
 Uniform primitives enable MoK reactions to exhibit peculiar features thanks to their probabilistic 
nature. In particular: MoK decay tends to flatten information relevance, being more likely to affect tu-
ples with higher multiplicity – thus, in MoK, with higher relevance – whereas MoK diffusion tends to 
flatten information distribution, being more likely to move highly-concentrated molecules. This is a clear 
example of how a single, “core” mechanism such as a coordination primitive – uniform primitives in this 
case – can deeply impact system behavior. 

The system-level behaviour enabled by the above described reactions, as well as by the other MoK 
reactions, is very similar (almost identical) to the behaviour enabled by the primitive self-organising pat-
terns described in Fernandez-Marquez et al. (2013). This suggests that the same mechanisms used within 
MoK are actually general enough to be used as the fundamental bricks for building other stochastic 
mechanisms in a plethora of different application scenarios. Thus, uniform primitives, which are the core 
of such mechanisms, could turon out to be useful as well within many different real-world scenarios. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we discuss uniform primitives and their potential to impact over complex systems modelling 
and simulation. Starting from the central role of interaction in complex systems and, consequently, the 
foremost importance of coordination, we recognise the limits of purely non-deterministic approaches – 
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such as LINDA – and show the benefits provided by specialising LINDA primitives as probabilistic primi-
tives matching tuples according to a uniform distribution—namely, uniform primitives. Accordingly, we 
describe a number of different examples meant to showcase the possible implications of uniform primi-
tives on the observable behaviour of different coordinated systems. In particular: in Subsection 4.1, how 
uniform primitives can directly enrich systems with self-organising behaviours, such as the self-
optimisation provided by load balancing; in Subsection 4.2, how uniform primitives can play a central 
role in nature-inspired systems engineering and simulation, by modelling ant-like agents random walks 
and foraging; in Subsection 4.3, how uniform primitives can improve a chemical solution simulator based 
on Gillespie’s algorithm; in Subsection 4.4, how uniform primitives can be generally used for the engi-
neering of adaptive and self-organising systems, and in particular for knowledge self-organisation in 
MoK. 
 Altogether, our results and examples suggest that uniform primitives can play the role of the funda-
mental mechanisms required to faithfully model, simulate, and design complex systems. Thus, future 
work will be devoted both to improve existing formal frameworks – e.g. PME – to study and compare ex-
pressiveness of probabilistic coordination languages, and to apply probabilistic coordination – in particu-
lar, uniform primitives – to real-world scenarios exhibiting the features typical of complex systems—e.g., 
using MoK. 
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